IPE cops tennis crown with victory over Burton
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Phi Beta Gene Thorner '71 unleashes a powerful backhand in the intramural tennis tournament finals against Burton. Thorner won both his matches by scores of 10-4 and 10-5 respectively. Bill Braddock '71 also scored a win in the PBE triumph. The only point for Burton came with a 6-4, 6-2 victory in the doubles match. PBE had qualified for the finals the day before by stopping Pi Lambda Phi 4-1.
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Building Seizure Rumored as SDSer's Await Nov. Action
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The Cambridge police have jurisdiction there. This means that the police can come even if MIT does not want them. Aided whether MIT would put bail for students in the event of arrest. Oliivier noted that the normal procedure a student should follow is to arrest in the Cambridge Patrol - but he would comment no further. He added that the PBE's biggest worry was that the November Action would include "outsiders who do not have the interests of the Institute at heart."

Security at the I-Labs is a joint responsibility of the Campus Patrol and the Division of Sponsored Research. DSR maintains a staff of internal security guards within the labs. According to Mr. Feldman, they are armed "sometimes." "They will be armed on November 4," he said. "We carry some much, but he did dispel misgivings that the I-Labs stand on U.S. Government property and are guarded by Federal Officers. Only one a coverted hangar in Bedford, used as a testing facility, is owned and maintained, and the guards are all working for MIT. Neither Feldman nor Oliivier would comment on a report from a usually reliable source that police have been in touch with Washington in connection with the situation. Neither would they speculate on whether Federal marshals, troopers or National Guards had been put on alert or might be called. That possibility might still be relegated to the realm of speculation.

As for the I-Labs, bars were placed on the doors last year to preclude any possibility of a forced entry. The people at the labs seem to be united in opposition to the Action, signs saying "Doc Draper forever, SDS never" bespeak the spirit at II-L. "Do you expect to operate normally on November 4?" "We doubt," he said. "We shouldn't," Feldman replied.

Bench...
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...to show you Hitler, hobnail and... Ho Chi Minh are among the 4000 illustrations and up-to-date information you'll find in the completely new American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. And, you'll find it easier with the widest margins and the largest type of all college dictionaries. AHD is new and revolutionary. It's clear. Interesting. Useful. Authoritative. And certainly worth reading regular price $8.95 Coop price 6.70 * LIMITED TIME ONLY
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